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Danny Winder has his blood tested at the Genetic Awareness Session, which was a part of this 
week's Black Arts Festival activities. 
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Honor students see debate between sexes 
by Becky White 
The differences between 
women and men are not as 
important as dissimilarities 
among individuals. This was the 
conclusion reached in a debate 
between professors Jeff Bland 
and Esther Wagner on "Are 
Women Capable of Assuming 
Positions of Power?" last 
Wednesday. 
A crowded audience listened 
attentively as the "battle of the 
sexes raged" at the annual 
Honors Program soiree at 
Wagner's home. 
When everyone had her or his 
glass of wine, Jeff Bland 
commenced. Being a scientist, he 
delved into a lot of big biology 
words that meant at the 
outcome that the female 
feedback mechanism, 
"hardware," was more complex 
than the male's and therefore 
subject to more variability. He 
interpreted this to mean that 
women can't cope with 
decision-making as well as men. 
Aside from the "hardware" 
or biological differences, societal 
or "software" differences exist. 
Women are taught to be passive 
and submissive by society. They 
are socialized into roles. For 
both of these reasons, Bland 
contended the women are not 
capable of assuming positions of 
power. 
Esther Wagner countered 
Bland's arguments with a 
beginning assertion that women 
are not as well prepared to 
assume power. It isn't that 
they're not up to it. She, too, 
lapsed into scientific jargon 
Winners of the UPS 
Burmeister Oratory Contest, are 
Paul Reid and Fred Grimm. 
Reid received the $40 first 
place award for his discussion of 
the persuasive effect of 
advertising. And patriotism was 
the theme of Grimm's second 
place speech which won him  
talking about VO2 max which 
relates to endurance. According 
to research, endurance varies 
more due to an active or 
sedentary life rather than sex. 
The international gap for VO2 
max between men and women is 
closing. Women swim faster 
today than Johnny Weismuller 
(Tarzan) did in the 1924 
Olympics. 
Professor Wagner summed up 
her introductory remarks by 
saying that there really isn't 
much difference between men 
and women—"those great big 
hulks." 
She then went into the 
historical aspect of the question. 
She compared two famous 
women who had positions of 
power in the sixteenth century. 
Mary Stuart, according to 
Wagner, believed in playing it 
the "she" way. As Queen of 
Scotland, she could not exercise 
mental power. Whenever there 
was a crisis, she made the wrong 
decision. "She felt, she did not 
think ... That woman was too 
god-damned stupid." 
By contrast, Elizabeth Tudor 
had a brain. She never played it 
the "she" way. People always 
thought she'd fail but she didn't. 
There was "never any time in 
Elizabeth Tudor's life when she 
didn't know how to handle it." 
Wagner went on to juxtapose 
those two women with two men 
of the twentieth century: John 
F. and Robert F. Kennedy. 
Former President Kennedy, 
during the Cuban missle crisis, 
was not emotional whereas 
numerous tales about Robert 
Kennedy's actions are around. 
He had an incapacity to handle 
situations. 
$20. 
Funds for the annual event, 
were donated by the late A.O. 
Burmeister to promote effective 
and persuasive communication. 
The contest, which is 
designed to promote speaking 
abilities among college students, 
was the final Pi Kappa Delta 
contest of the year. 
In essence, it's not so much if 
one is a woman or a man 
because so much variance exists 
among members of the same sex. 
Men can be idiots as well as 
women. What does matter is 
what kind of person one is. 
Bland closed by saying that 
there is in fact a difference, "a 
very beautiful difference," while 
Wagner concluded by urging all 
the women there not to "buy" 
any of the stereotyped 
generalities and socialized roles 
that women l- ave been and are 
being forced into. 
Norm Evans and Johnny 
Musso were just two of the 
professional athletes here on 
campus Monday as the 
Interfraternity Council (IFC) 
sponsored an Athletes in Action 
program. 
Athletes in Action is a group 
of athletes that have asked the 
Lord, Jesus Christ, to come into 
their hearts, and run their lives. 
Their purpose here was to give 
UPS students and staff an 
opportunity to hear how Christ 
affected their lives as well as to 
have some fun. 
Following a dinner on 
campus, everyone met out on 
Todd Hall field for a softball 
game. The Athletes in Action 
team battled a team composed 
of UPS athletes with the Loggers 
winning the four-inning went 
8-2. 
After the game, a crowd of 
about two-hundred gathered 
around Norm Evans of the 
Miami Dolphins as he expressed 
his feelings. He said, "I have 
been in three Super Bowls and 
have been named to all pro, but 
the happiest day I have had is 
the day I asked Jesus Christ into 
my life." 
Then there were more events, 
highlighted by a tug-of-war. PLU 
athletes were defeating UPS 
athletes for awhile, but UPS had 
Amidst the hustle and bustle 
of classes, studying, cramming, 
work, rapping and dating, many 
UPS students somehow find 
time for volunteer work. 
About 70 hard-working and 
well-organized students, donate 
an average of four hours a week 
to volunteer organizations 
ranging from the Tacoma Public 
Schools and Remann Hall to St. 
Joseph Hospital and a 
veternarian clinic through the 
UPS Community Involvement 
Action Center (CIAC). 
Sandy Wade, UPS senior 
and coordinator of CIAC, 
explained that the program 
which is an outgrowth of the 
Urban Studies Department, is 
designed to give students 
practical experience and a 
chance to get involved in the 
community. And students are 
from a broad spectrum of 
university majors she stated. 
"Participants are involved in 
linguistics, sociology, 
occupational therapy, 
psychology, education, and 
business, she stated proudly. 
Kathy Mitchell and Debbie 
Veach are two CIAC volunteers 
who work with mentally and 
Law students 
The ,Honorable Tom Clark, 
former Justice of the United 
States Supreme Court, will be 
the main speaker at the UPS 
Law School's Commencement 
ceremonies on May 1. 
The Law School's graduation 
will be held at the Mason 
Methodist Church at 2 p.m., 
with a reception to follow at 
President Philip Phibbs' home. 
Justice Clark was born on 
September 23, 1899 in Dallas, 
Texas. He graduated from the 
Virginia Military Institute, and 
served during World War I in the 
103rd Infantry Division. 
He secured a lew degree from 
the University of Texas in 1922. 
After running a private law 
practice, Clark was the District 
Attorney for Dallas County, and 
joined the Justice Department in 
1937. 
He was named Attorney 
General of the United States in 
1945, and became member of 
the High Court in 1949, being 
named by President Truman. 
Though he was appointed to 
a life-long term, Clark retired 
from the Supreme Court in June 
of 1967 when his son, Ramsey 
Clark, was named Attorney 
their end of the rope tied around 
a tree. They came from behind 
to pull PLU through the fire 
hose water supplied by the 
Tacoma Fire Department. 
UPS then used the same trick 
to get some of the Athletes in 
Action members wet. 
Following 	 the 	 events, 
everyone moved over to the Beta 
Theta Pi Living room for 
questions and answers. After-
wards, there were many one-on-
conversations held. 
Jim Lonsbery, president of 
IFC said, "I am glad that IFC 
got the opportunity to bring 
these athletes to campus. I am 
also happy that such interest was 
taken by UPS students and 
staff." 
The professional athletes that 
were on campus included: Evans 
and Musso, Tom Graham, Greg 
Brezina, Dave Rowe and Ken 
Houston. They were joined by 
five amateur athletes from the 
Seattle-Tacoma area. From here 
they moved to the Seattle 
Center Arena, and then back to 
FLU Olson Auditorium for 
Sports Spectacular events. They 
spent the remainder of the week 
visiting high schools and 
interested groups in Seattle, 
Tacoma, Everett, Bellingham 
and Olympia.  
emotionally disturbed children 
in a Tacoma Public School 
recreation program. 
Mitchell explained that 
working with disturbed children 
has been a re al learning 
experience, not only for the 
students but for her too. 
"Even by teaching simple 
coordination exercises like 
sit-ups and toe touches," she 
reflected, "I've learned a lot 
about my behavior and how 
what I do and say affects other 
people." 
Veach said that the program 
fills a real need for the children. 
It provides them with badly 
needed physical activity, 
recreation and a peer group. 
"And," she insistec 
thoughtfully, "they have 
something to offer me; their 
simplicity, acceptance and 
honesty, help me realize how 
desperately people need other 
people." 
With a host of position: 
opening up for the summer 
Wade emphasized that "now is 
the time to sign up for E 
meaningful and valuable summer 
experience." 
to hear Clark 
General by President Johnson 
The Law School': 
commencement this yea 
coincides with "Law Day,' 
which is being observe( 
throughout the United States. 
UPS to hold 
Food, Famine 
and Population 
workshop 
by Ron Albertson 
The challenges that we fac , 
today have brought with then 
the ominous projection of 
world overrun with people, shor t 
of habitable land and food, wit] 
its resources rapidly bein 
depleted. There are, of course 
no easy solutions; but, th , 
extreme gravity of the globa 1 
situation has created a sense o f 
urgency in dealing with then
problems. 
On May 7 this university 
through funds granted by th , 
National Association of Foreign 
Students Abroad, will sponsor 
"World Food, Famine, 
Population Workshop." It wil 
be held in the basement o 
Kilworth Chapel beginning a 
noon with an Asian meal. Slides 
seminars, and a lecture al 
dealing with the threat of famine 
and overpopulation in the wort( 
today, are scheduled for thl 
remainder of the afternoon. 
Former UPS student Jamil 
Wakefield will share slides of hi 
recent experience in India alone 
with a showing by Tom Leslii 
and his experience in Africa. A 
2 p.m. everyone will separat , 
into various semirars (of thei 
own choosing), to be led by UPl 
professors Bill Campbell, Fran] 
Peterson, and John Magee 
Reconvening at 3 p.m., Dr. Jef f 
Bland will lecture on "Th 
Options We Have" followed la; 
open discussion. 
Because complacenc; 
imposes a risk which we can nl 
longer afford in dealing wit] 
these grave problems, we urg 
everyone in the UPS communit; 
to better familiarize themselve 
with the issues involved 13; 
attending this workshop. 
A film entitled, "Grenoble  
Winter Olympics" will be shown 
by the School of Business and 
 
Public Administration Tuesday, 
April 29 in Mc006. It is 
scheduled to run at 11:00 am 
and 1:00 pm. The entir e  
University community is 
welcome. 
NATIONAL 	 W EE K 
CIAC volunteers aid 
Tacoma area children 
Ried wins first place 
Athletes draw crowds 
with play, testimonies 
professionally outstanding person. We have sent out 
many notices of our departmental opening and I am 
confident that we will find a person of excellence for the 
department. 
We have appreciated the cooperation and 
interest provided by student representatives and we will 
continue to encourage their recommendations. I have 
every confidence that the department will continue its  
affairs with success. However, the time has come for 
halting sensational commentary and inordinate publicity 
of an episode best laid aside for more important 
considerations. 
Dr. C.G.Gunter 
'Water thrower' showing immaturity 
To the assinine imbecile of Smith Hall who threw water 
on the heads.of five human beings last Sunday night: 
We would like you to know that we don't 
appreciate you taking it upon yourself to shower us with 
your ignorance. If you feel you can't control your 
psychotic impulses, then we suggest that you try and 
find some other way of releasing your childish whims. 
This habit that you have acquired can become 
very detrimental to your health. We hope that the next 
time you throw water out of the window you don't go 
along with it. 
Georgina Rogers 
Marilyn Sherron 
Pat Chandler 
Jimmy Stewart 
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symposium 
APSS was not dependent upon Jandali 
It is quite tiring to read the type of article 
which appeared in the last issue of the Trail involving the 
Political Science Department. I would like to say that 
Dr. Jandali was no stronger a supporter of the APSS 
than have been other colleagues in the department. In 
fact, it was I who wrote the by-laws, with some imput 
from Dr. Daray, incorporating the APSS as an arm of the 
department. Of course neither the department nor the 
APSS group is going to disintegrate because of the 
absence of Dr. Jandali. While Jandali's icontributions; were 
appreciated, the strengths and purposes of the 
department have not rested upon one faculty member. 
My colleagues and I operate within a frame-work of 
common goals. Whoever replaces Jandali will be a 
Reader upset with ad 
A few years ago, the Trail had the integrity to 
deny advertising space to term paper factories. That 
policy has apparently been changed, and the interested 
student can now find a handy telephone number in the 
Trail. By printing the ad, the Trail has in effect 
condoned an unethical and illegal practice. Where, oh 
where, has the good old muckraking Trail staff gone? 
Approached by such a company, they would have 
suggested a trip to a warmer climate. 
Yours, 
Ann Anachronism 
Dr. Steven R. Phillips, 
currently assistant professor of 
English at Alfred University, 
Alfred, New York, has been 
named faculty development 
coordinator at the University of 
Puget Sound. 
In his new position, funded 
through a $241,360 grant 
awarded to UPS from the Lilly 
Endowment, Inc. for 
establishment of a 
comprehensive faculty 
development program, Phillips 
will administer concurrently 
over a three-year period a 
university-wide departmental 
consulting program, oversee a 
series of campus faculty 
workshops on teaching, and 
handle  arrangements for a 
faculty exchange program with 
other liberal arts institutions in 
the Northwest. 
He will hold additional 
responsibility for enhancing 
opportunities for faculty 
enrichment and improvement. 
Awarded a bachelor of arts 
degree in 1961 from Union 
College, S chenectady, New 
York, the new appointee later 
served three years as an officer 
in the Communications 
')epartment, U.S.S. Wasp. In 
1969 he received a Ph.D. from 
the University of Rochester. 
Co-director of Alfred's 
Educational Consulting Service, 
he has served as a 
consultant/trainer in faculty and 
organizational development to 
various organizations and 
institutions, including Southern 
Regional Education Board, 
Atlanta, Georgia; United 
Colleges of San Antonio, Texas; 
and Russell Sage College, Troy, 
New York. 
Editor of Studies of Burke 
and His Time since 1971, the 
newly appointed coordinator 
taught at Rockford College in 
Illinois prior to his current 
position at Alfred. He is a 
member of the American 
Association of Higher 
Education, Modern Language 
Association and American 
Society for Eighteenth Century 
Studies. 
His appointmen', is effective 
July 1, 197r, . 
Housing pre-registration for 
Fall Semester 1975 for all 
students presently living on 
campus will be held in the 
Housing Office (Howarth Hall 
room 108) between the hours of 
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 
Monday May 5, 1975 through 
Friday May 9, 1975. 
If you are presently living on 
campus and did not receive a 
pre-punched computer housing 
application card through campus 
mail, come to the Housing 
Office to pick one up. No one 
will be able to register for 
housing until a $50.00 housing 
deposit has been paid to the 
Cashier's Office. If . you are 
receiving financial aid or if you 
are on an athletic scholarship 
have your housing application 
validated by Cashier's or the 
Financial Aid Office. Your 
housing application card must be 
validated and brought with you 
on your day of registration 
before you will be able to 
register. 
Registration will be 
conducted on class standing. All 
students holding the class 
standing of Senior in September 
1975 must register for housing 
on Monday, May 5. All students 
holding the class standing of 
Junior in September 1975 must 
register on Tuesday, May 6. All 
students holding the class 
standing of Sophomore in 
September 1975 must register 
for housing on Wednesday, May 
7. Each student must register for 
housing on his/her respective 
day. If you faii to do so you will 
not be able to register until 
Thursday or Friday, May 8 and 
May 9. If you fail to register  
during this week you will not be 
able to register for Fall housing 
until after all new Freshmen and 
Transfers have been assigned. 
If you are not able to register 
on your respective day please 
give your housing application to 
a friend so that he or she can 
register for you. Be sure to list 
alternatives in the event that 
your first choice is not available. 
Those students living off 
campus in non-university owned 
housing who would like to 
register for on-campus housing 
for the Fall of 75 must come to 
the Housing Office to pick up an 
application. You will need to 
by Steve Pohlman 
Was John F. Kennedy really 
assassinated? 
Student 
	 Senate 	 voted 
Tuesday to allow the Academic 
Artists and Lectures Committee 
to help us find the answer as 
they are allowing $1100 of ASB 
funds to be spent on a 
multi-media presentation. The 
presentation, the same shown at 
Washington State University last 
month, will include speakers and 
the film "Executive Action." 
The speakers will talk on the 
potential conspiracy of the 
Central Intelligence Agency to 
assassinate John F. Kennedy, 
Robert Kennedy, and Martin 
Luther King Jr. The film  
pay a $50.00 deposit to the 
Cashier's Office, have your card 
validated by the Cashier, and 
then return the card to Housing. 
Room assignments for students 
presently living off campus will 
be made during the week of May 
12 through May 16. All late 
applicants will be considered for 
housing after all new Freshmen 
and Transfers have been housed. 
If you have any questions 
regarding housing 
pre-registration please contact 
Leslie Entrikin-Knudsen, 
Housing Coordinator, extension 
3318. 
"Executive Action" attempts to 
show the JFK assassination as it 
really was, but leaves out some 
necessary details. 
The vote 	 was nearly 
unanimous as the majority of 
the Senate felt that it would be 
worthwhile for the students to 
see the other side. Fred Grimm 
brought up the point that the 
show was highly successful at 
WSU, filling the theatre both 
nights. 
Slight opposition was shown 
because two members of the 
Senate felt that the man should 
be allowed to rest in peace. 
More details about the 
presentation will be available at 
a later date. 
1041111.1110•n•n••n•nnn• n 
UPS names new faculty 
development coordinator 
IN SENATE ACTION 
A&L program receives OK 
assassination probe 
Us 	
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Intersection to feature anti-war leader, Berrigan 
by Pierce Johnson 
University Chaplin 
If you're only as young as 
you feel, then "how old is old?" 
With this age-old question as a 
theme, SOTA sponsored an 
all-day gerontology workshop on 
Wednesday, April 16, at UPS. 
About 150 people from the 
University of Puget Sound, the 
University of Washington, 
Evergreen State College, Green 
River Community College, 
Highline Community College 
and the community attended the 
session, organized by UPSOT 
students Barb Bloch, Gail 
Burdick, Sue Char, Judy Muir, 
and Becky Turner. The 
workshop was designed to 
recognize problems related to 
aging. 
Opening speaker for the 
napalm is immorally and illegally 
destroying human lives in 
Vietnam." For this action Philip 
Berrigan was sentenced to six 
years and committed to the 
federal prison in Danbury, 
Connecticut. In this maximum 
security prison he and his 
brother, Daniel led a great books 
seminar for his fellow inmates. 
While in prison Philip Berrigan 
was futher charged with a plot 
to kidnap Henry Kissinger, then 
President Nixon's 
national-security officer, but the 
government could not prove its 
case against the "Harrisburg 
Eight." On his release from 
prison in December, 1972, he 
first went to live with other 
Josephite priests in Baltimore, 
working among the city's poor. 
Then in June of 1974 he married 
Sister Elizabeth McAlister, a 
member of the Catholic order of 
the Sacred Heart of Mary. As a 
member of the Society of St. 
Joseph, an order that works with 
blacks, Philip Berrigan has 
dedicated his life to the struggle 
for social justice. For 
Intersection he will begin with 
workshop, Dr. Carl Eisdorfer, 
chairman of the Psychology and 
Behavioral Science Departments 
at the University of Washington, 
explained society's attitudes 
toward aging. 
While Janet Porter, 
director-coordinator of the 
Institute of Independent Living, 
spoke on "Reality Orientation," 
students Sue Char and Nancy 
Rashman discussed "Sight and 
Sound Sensory Loss." 
"Day Care Centers for Older 
Adults" was the topic of the 
final speech made by Tacoma 
social worker, Brenda 
Sequeland. 
The day conr.; ,,,. kd with 
d'scussions led by students and 
. !int:nits, rnAmb3rs.  
intormal prayer and devotion, 
his way to taking us into the 
sources of his inspiration, and 
then he will speak on the theme 
"A Never Ending Hope." 
This past Tuesday evening 
Intersection was led by 
Gurupreet Singh, the spiritual 
director of the Guru Ram Das 
Ashram in Seattle. Our first 
introduction to yoga was far 
more gentle than we had 
imagined or than is practiced in 
the 3H0 communes. The 
emphasis was mainly on the 
by Vicki Leber 
Many students may not 
realize that UPS has the privilege 
of having a very distinguished 
and unique professor on its 
faculty. That very special faculty 
member is Dr. John Prins, and 
he is possibly the oldest active 
professor in the United States. 
Late last month, the 
Associated Press ran an article 
on the front page of The Seattle 
Times, saying that at age 83, Dr. 
Prins isn't ready to retire. Dr. 
Prins teaches in the School of 
Business and Public 
Administration. He teaches the 
survey class of Law and Society, 
a course on Sales Management 
and a non-credit course on 
Dutch Culture. 
Prins has been teaching at 
UPS for 20 years now, but 
surprisingly, it began as an 
avocation. He worked for the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. 
for 35 years. Before he retired 
there, he began teaching a night 
course at UPS. After his 
`retirement," his teaching 
became a full-time job. He has 
been chairman of co-chairman of 
his department four times, as 
well as a counselor and writer. 
Prins retired from 
Metropolitan Life in 1956, and 
said that the idea of retirement 
in the 50's was to go away and  
breathing and on holding set 
poses or in moving with the 
breath. 
On May 15th some of us will 
go to Seattle to hear Yogi 
Bhagan, the world wide leader of 
this consciousness raising 
discipline. Gurupreet wanted us 
to make a gentle but sure 
beginning in hopes that we 
would move on to the 
disciplined endurance that can 
"keep up" rather than crumble, 
in what he believes will become 
an increasingly difficult world. 
take a trip and lie on a deck 
chair and look content like a dog 
that has had its meat and thinks 
that it will last forever. But Prins 
believes that any vacation you 
take, you have to come back 
from. A vacation isn't a vacation 
anymore if it lasts forever. 
Prins says he hates the word 
FP "A•017.% 
	 older. 
The concluding meeting 
of the Daedalus Society for spring 
semester will be Tuesday,May 6 
at 6pm at the University Union 
Club, 539 Broadway. 
Professor Jeff Bland of the 
Chemistry Department will be 
speaking on the subject "The 
Continuum between Birth and 
Death: Aging". Bland has 
described his presentation in 
the following statement: 
" Science and Humanities 
have both been concerned with 
the influences upon man's 
productive years. One such 
influence, the aging process, has 
been the subject of folklore and 
scientific discoveries for 
millennia. This presentation will 
The theme for Christian 
Fellowship meeting at 7 p.m. 
this Friday evening in Kilworth 
Chapel will be "childlikeness." 
Jesus said we must become like 
children if we are to enter the 
Kingdom. Then he said that the 
harlots and the tax-collectors 
will go in before most of us. And 
so we will say that it is to be 
"experienced innocence." This is 
an ecumenical Christian 
fellowship for the campus, and 
the invitation is open. 
says getting older is wonderful, 
while getting old is frightening. 
Prins says the money he 
makes as a consulting professor 
is not very important to him. 
Satisfaction is the pay. The 
greetings he receives each 
morning from his students is 
"the pay." 
trace the historical development 
of what is known about the 
aging process. The development 
of the talk will stress the manner 
in which society has viewed 
aging and the aged by historical 
references to literature, art and 
music. A primary focus of the 
talk will be on the work which is 
ongoing at the University of 
Puget Sound concerning the 
understanding of aging 
concerning the understanding of 
mechanisms." 
Persons wishing to attend 
Should send a check for $4.50( 
per person), made out to 
Margaret Patmon, to Anneke 
Mason in the Religion 
Department before Monday, 
May 5. 
ho 	 Philip Berrigan, one of the 
leading protesters against the 
war in Vietnam, will be the 
featured leader of Intersection 
form 7:30-9:00 p.m. this coming 
Monday evening in Kilworth 
Lounge. The event is 
co-sponsored by the Associated 
Student Body Lecture 
Committee. Admission will be 
open to students with an ASB 
card and one dollar donation 
from faculty, staff and general 
public. 
Father Berrigan was on of the 
"Catonsville Nine" who in 1968 
set fire to 378 draft files in 
protest against what they 
considered the immorality of the 
American role in Vietnam. They 
declared, "We burn these draft 
records in the name of that God 
whose name is decency, 
humanity, and love. We do this 
because everything else has 
failed. May this make clear that 
SOTA sponsors 
gerontology workshop 
Prins - oldest active prof in U.S. 
Daedalus Society to close 
semester with 'aging' topic 
In World Affairs: 	 UNICEF (SO 
Protestors Olympia, Thieu resigns 
by John Milnor 
LOCALLY 
Demonstrators in Olympia 
In the last week many 
thousands of students, parents, 
and teachers have demonstrated 
in Olympia trying to get the 
legislature to pass some sort of 
levy reform. However the 
legislature was relatively 
unresponsive for two reasons: 1) 
the voters have turned down two 
tax reform referendums in 
recent years, and 2) the 
legislators have just survived a 
threatened public employees 
strike which would have caused 
more pressures than the 
proposed teacher's strike. 
Governor Evans gave the 
legislature his views in a speech 
on April 21. He proposed a one 
year solution of three moderate 
tax increases to pay for 75% of 
the 1975-76 special levy 
requests. These tax monies 
would aid areas like financially 
troubled Seattle and would roll 
back taxes in areas which passed 
their levies. His long term 
solution was a summer long 
study to be followed by action 
at a special legislative session in 
September. 
NATIONAL 
Bicentennial 
President Ford helped begin 
the nation's lengthy Bicentennial  
celebrations April 19 in 
Concord, Massachusetts. His 
speech dealt with "healing the 
heart of America" through 
reconciliation and 
reconstruction. Then with up to 
50,000 others the President 
enjoyed a re-enactment of "the 
shot heard round the world." 
Later the President spoke again 
urging us to "again become 
masters of our own destiny." 
Cancerous Waters 
Don't worry, but a recent 
Environmental Pollution Agency 
study of 79 cities has discovered 
that chlorinated water has led to 
cancer causing compounds in all 
the cities studied. These 
compounds include 
choloroform, vinyl chloride, and 
others all in very minute 
amounts. The EPA says, though, 
that the water is still safe to 
drink, especially since 
chlorination helps control 
cholera, typhoid, and other 
diseases. Seattle rated relatively 
low in the study, lessening the 
minimal danger. 
Connally Innocent 
John Connally, former 
Treasury Secretary, was found 
not guilty after the jury had 
deliberated for six hours. He had 
been accused of taking two 
$5,000 bribes to help maintain 
high milk support prices in 
1971. This trial was the first  
major case to be lost by the 
Watergate prosecutors. Connally, 
a one-time presidential prospect, 
plans to resume his political 
career. 
INTERNATIONAL 
Thieu Resigns 
On April 21 South 
Vietnamese President Nguyen 
Van Thieu announced his 
resignation to the National 
Assembly. He blamed his 
military and political troubles on 
the United States failure to 
honor former President Nixon's 
written promises of aid. He was 
succeeded by Vice President 
Tran Van Huong, 72. Even 
though Huong is considered to 
be an honest politician, it may 
be too late for anyone to 
negotiate a peace with the 
victorious Communists. 
A two week old secret report 
prepared by staff members of 
the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee calls the military 
situation in South Vietnam 
"irretrievable" without decisive 
US military action. In the last 
week the Communists have 
captured three more provincial 
capitals, moved up to 100,000 
men to the Saigon area, 
temporarily forced the closure 
of the Bien Hoa air base, and 
have brought surface-to-air 
missies to the Saigon region. The 
evacuation of American and 
other foreigners has speeded up 
while the babylift has grounded  
to a halt. The latest word from 
Washington is Senator 
Mansfield's predictions that the 
Senate will approve of the $200 
million for humanitarian aid but 
that "it is doubtful" that 
requests for further military 
requisitions will pass. 
Phnom Penh Falls 
On Thursday, April 17 the 
Khmer Rouge forces rejected a 
cease-fire offer and entered 
Phnom Penh as it surrendered. 
Initially the Khmer Rouge is 
respecting various neutral areas 
like the Red Cross controlled 
Royal Phnom Hotel. The Khmer 
Rouge began a news blackout, 
although it did announce the 
beheading of several former 
Cambodian leaders. The few 
other cities which are remnants 
of the Lon Nol regime have 
fallen or are expected to fall to 
the Khmer Rouge within days. 
Fighting in Beirut 
Last Thursday saw the end of 
four days of street fighting on 
the outskirts of Beirut, Lebanon 
which left about 150 dead. 
Palestinian guerillas and 
right-wing members of the 
Phalangist Party had had 
numerous firefights. The 
well-armed Phalangists objected 
to the Palestinian influence in 
the Half Christian-Half Moslem 
country, which controls the 
border areas and is responsible 
for incurring Israeli raids. 
The 
Church of Conservation 
Invites You To Be An 
ORDAINED MINISTER 
And Acquire The Rank 
DOCTOR 
Of NATUREPEDICS 
Our fast growing church is act-
ively seeking environment-con-
cious new ministers who believe 
what we believe: Man should ex. 
ist in harmony with nature. We 
are a non-structured faith, unden-
ominational, with no traditional 
doctrine or dogma. Benefits for 
ministers are: 
Car Emblem and Pocket 
I.O. 
Reduced rates from many 
hotels, motels, restaurants, 
car rental agencies, etc. 
Our directory lists over 
1,000 prestige establish-
ments extending on auto-
matic cash discount. 
Perform marriages, bap-
tisms, funerals and all other 
ministerial functions. 
Start your own church and 
apply for exemption from 
property and other taxes. 
Enclose a free-will donation for 
the minister's credentials and poc-
ket license. Your ordination is 
recognized in all 50 states and 
most foreign countries. Church 
of Conservation, Box 375, Mary 
Esther, Florida 32569. 
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They are 
unless 
you help. 
March of Dimes 
PUGET SOUND TRAI L 
Campus Films •n• DIMS ru  rrceaunts; 
'No Blade of Grass' and a Stewart film 
by John Black 
On Friday, April 25, and 
Saturday, April 26, Campus 
Films is presenting the 1970 
ecological action drama "No 
Blade of Grass." It begins at 7 & 
9 p.m. in Mc006. 
"No Blade of Grass" opens 
ominously with a montage of 
images depicting overcrowded 
cities, smoke-belching factories, 
planes spraying DDT and sewage 
being dumped into rivers. 
The action of the film takes 
place a few years hence, when 
pollution has wiped out many of 
our natural resources. The focus 
is on an English family who 
attempt to flee London and 
journey to a fortified farm in the 
north of England. 
The trek to the farm is beset 
with battles between the family 
and such groups as other 
civilians, soldiers and a 
motorcycle, all of whom are 
by Bill Porter 
Ecotopia, by Ernest Gallenbach. 
Banyan Tree Books, 
paperbound, $3.95. 
The story you are about to 
read could happen. You will live 
to see it if it does. 
Ecotopia is an independent 
nation in the year 1999. It used 
to be called Washington, Oregon, 
and California from about 
Monterey Bay north. The area 
seceded from the U.S. in 1980, 
and has since had little to do 
with the larger nation. In fact, 
Ecotopia has maintained such 
strict secrecy that it is a 
complete mystery to the rest of 
the country, and spawns legends 
about strange rites and beliefs. 
A reporter for a New York 
paper is assigned to enter 
Ecotopia and write about life as 
he finds it. The U.S. government 
is also interested. 
The reader should be the 
most interested. The plot is a 
frame on which the author hangs 
a picture of a "stable-state," 
ecologically sound way of life. 
Autos are gone, except in a few 
areas. Electric buses and trains; 
free, bicycles which you grab 
Gu 
G U A T E M A L E 
CITY—Ancient Mayan ruins, 
beautiul lakes, colorful Indian 
market places, Spanish colonial 
architecture—these are the 
ingredients which are bringing 
collegians to Guatemala in ever 
increasing numbers. 
Many are journeying to this 
Central American nation by 
themselves, and even more are 
arriving in groups. And, for good 
reason: Guatemala has the range 
of hotels, interesting sightseeing 
and food to fit most budgets. 
Whether they arrive in groups 
or individually, collegians may 
select a variety of package plans, 
which include hotel 
accommodations, sightseeing, 
transfers to and from the airport 
and in some cases, meals as well. 
A popular package, offered 
by Gray Line of Guatemala, is 
an eight day/seven night tour 
which costs only $109 per 
person, double, plus air fare. 
Those collegians who select this 
tour will experience one of the 
best travel bargains in the 
hemisphere. 
On one day, a special tour is 
planned to the central highlands 
of Guatemala to visit the Mayan 
market town of Chichicasten-
ango, followed by a visit to Lake 
Atitlan with its magnificent 
volcanos. Also on the agenda is a 
half day tour of historical 
Guatemala City and a full day's 
FOU R  
killing each other so as to get the 
few remaining resources. 
"No Blade of Grass" 
realistically displays violence and 
killing in scenes which may repel 
some people. The film doesn't 
exploit violence, however, as the 
main characters are continually 
appalled by their new-found 
jungle code. 
Between the battles, the film 
presents tragic examples of the 
wasted environment, together 
with trappings of the discarded 
civilization which caused the 
wastage. The intermittent 
violence horrifies the viewer 
without alienating him from the 
tragedy of the events. 
This movie was written, 
produced and directed by Cornel 
Wilde, a little-known American 
filmmaker who has also 
produced genre offerings such as 
"Beach Red," "The Sword of 
Lancelot," "The Naked Prey," 
when you need and drop when 
you 're finished; wood-based 
plastics; the breakup of large 
corporations; the actual 
concentration of people in cities 
so that the suburbs can return to 
wilderness; all these and more 
are woven into a unified, if at 
least partly strange, way of life. 
A few facets of the Ecotopian 
way of life face some hard 
realities. The leading ceremonial 
game is a war game with spears 
and all; although numbers are 
small and fatalities not common, 
the idea at first seems barbaric. I 
grew to like it though; it brought 
to mind "the hunt" from the 
movie, "The 10th Victim" of 
several years ago. Ecotopia has 
also given up trying to force 
integration. Blacks may do as 
they choose, and many have 
gone into a few primarily black 
cities. One Black faction wants 
to secede from Ecotopia, and 
the government is considering 
the move. 
I had a problem, while 
reading, of looking beyond the 
slightly dogmatic tone of the 
book. As I said earlier, the plot 
is a thin cover for the 
description, although it was 
chosen wisely as one means of 
letting the information come 
tour of Antigua, the old Spanish 
"Capital of the Americas." 
Chichicastenango, on 
Thursday and Sunday, becomes 
the setting of one of the Western 
Hemisphere's largest and most 
colorful markets. A good many 
of the 20,000 Mayans who live 
in the surrounding hills converge 
on "Chichi" during market day 
to hawk their wares. A few 
hours drive from there is one of 
the world's most beautiful lakes, 
Lake Atitlan, which is ringed by 
more than 12 different villages, 
many of which are accessible 
only by launch or canoe. The 
shadows of three volcanos 
blanket the calm, emerald green 
waters. 
Just 28 miles from Guatemala 
City is Antigua with its 
cobblestone streets, great open 
plazas and beautiful gardens 
surrounded by Spanish ruins. 
An optional tour to Tikal is 
available for $65 per person, 
including roundtrip air fare. 
Tikal, the largest of the Mayal 
ceremonial centers, is a 
photographer's dream. 
Come to "The Place " for 
Hot Sandwiches with soup 
or salad and beverage. 
757 St. Helens 627-9860 
and the soon-to-be-released "The 
Treasure." 
"No Blade of Grass" is 
highlighted by a recurring 
cinematic device known as the 
flash-forward technique. Often, 
an upcoming scene is briefly 
flashed across the screen some 
time before it actually occurs. 
The audience soon realizes that 
the flashed scenes are glimpses 
of what will occur later in the 
picture. 
The effect of this is to kill 
suspense and keep the viewers' 
attention on the depicted 
tragedy. The hopelessness and 
brutality of the situation is thus 
emphasized as a never-ending 
struggle. 
Cornel Wilde's "No Blade of 
Grass" stands as a warning of 
what might occur if no effort is 
made to preserve the resources 
of the world. Wilde also includes 
some effective subplots, one 
being a juxtapositioning of a 
forth. How better than to have a 
reporter pass on the 
information? The joining of the 
plot to the thought is not perfect; 
there are some rough 
edges. But the thought is, 
after all, the main object, and 
worthy of interest. I doubt that 
I would have sat through a 
straight non-fiction proposal of 
the ideas herein. I was caught up 
in Ecotopia and those rough 
edges slowed the reading enough 
to force me to consider the ideas 
being propounded. 
I will not preach ecology, nor 
repeat all the arguments and 
ideas which Callenbach has laid 
down. I will suggest that you 
read Ecotopia and form your 
own opinions. Is he crazy? Is he 
right? Or both? Will UPS be in 
another country in five years? 
China to be 
discussed at 
Colloquium 
On Friday, May 2, Professor 
Robert A. Kapp of the 
University of Washington and 
James K. Penfield, formerly with 
the U.S. Foreign Service, will 
nresent a joint informal Asian 
Studies Colloquium. They will 
discuss China in the 1940's, 
specifically the difficulties 
confronting 	 the 
	 Chinese 
Nationalist 	 ( Kuomintang) 
refugee government under 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai- shek 
during the war years. 
A central issue involved in the 
presentation will be the eventual 
" fall " of the KMT government 
in the late 1940's , when the 
Chinese Communists came to 
power. 
The Colloquium will be in 
the SUB, Room 2 (Chi Omega 
Room); coffee will be provided. 
All members of the UPS 
community are welcome to 
attend.  
frankly-portrayed natural 
childbirth in contrast to a safely 
sterile hospital birth sequence. 
Wilde also subtly suggests 
that humanity hasn't progressed 
much, in spite of the modern 
technology which has eroded 
our landscapes, as the encircling 
attack by the motocycle gang 
resembles a raid on a group of 
families during the pioneer era. 
"No Blade of Grass" does 
occasionally suffer from 
inconsistencies, but it remains as 
a violently powerful statement 
regarding the possible future of 
mankind. 
On Tuesday, April 29, 
Campus Films will present the 
classic 1 939 American comedy 
Sophomore Freda IIerseth, 
soprano, and senior Teresa 
Roche, violinist, will perform a 
joint recital on Friday, April 25 
at 8:15 p.m. in Jacobsen Recital 
Hall. 
Herseth is presently a 
member of the Adelphian 
Concert Choir and has 
performed this year in the 
University Madrigals and the 
Opera Theatre. She also 
attended the Blossom Festival 
School at Kent State University, 
Kent, Ohio, and attended master 
classes under Phyllis Curtin and 
Gerard Souzay. She is the voice 
student of Dr. Thomas Goleeke. 
Her program will consist of the 
works by Hugo Wolf and Franz 
Schubert. 
Roche, student of Edward 
Seferian, is a recent graduate of 
UPS with a Bachelor of Music in 
Music Education. During the last 
nine months she has studied the 
violin privately with Alan 
Single tickets for Seattle 
Opera's production of Verdi's 
masterpiece, "Il Trovatore," 
went on sale Monday, March 31 
at the Seattle Opera Ticket 
Office. The ticket office is 
located on the fourth floor of 
Center House at Seattle Center 
and is open from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Tickets may be ordered by 
phone by calling 447-4711. 
"Il Trovatore" is scheduled 
for May 8, 10, 14 and 17 in 
Italian and May 16 and 18 in 
English. The production stars 
Zagreb Opera soprano Bozena 
Ruk-Focic as Leonora, Spanish 
tenor Pedro LaVirgen as 
M a nrico, Rumanian baritone 
Dan Iordachescu as the Count di 
Luna, Vienna State Opera mezzo 
soprano Bizerka Cvejic as 
Azucena, bass-baritone Archie 
Drake as Ferrando, soprano  
"Mr. Smith Goes to 
Washington." It will start at 6 & 
8:30 p.m. in Mc006. 
The film stars James Stewart, 
Jean Arthur and Claude Rains. It 
depicts an idealistic country 
senator who discovers nothing 
but corruption once he journeys 
to Washington. 
"Mr. Smith Goes to 
Washington" is a piece of 
Americana created by veteran 
tilm pioneer Frank Capra, who 
also masterminded such popular 
favorites as "It Happened One 
Night," "Mr. Deeds Goes to 
Town," "It's a Wonderful Life," 
and "You Can't Take it With 
You." 
Iglitzen, violist of the 
Philadelphia String Quartet. A 
1970 graduate of Puyallup High 
School, Roche was  
concertmistress for two 
consecutive years of her high 
school orchestra and formerly 
held the posts of both assistant 
and concertmistress of the 
Tacoma Youth Symphony. She 
traveled with the Youth 
Symphony to Switzerland for 
the International Festival of 
Youth Orchestra. She is a 
participant of the UPS Chamber 
Orchestra and  Tacoma 
Symphony. Roche was a 
contestant in her junior and 
senior years at UPS in the 
Spokane Festival of the Arts, 
consistently receiving ratings of 
superior. Currently Roche is 
involved with the Tacoma and 
Highline Symphonies. 
The public is invited to 
attend this complimentary 
event. 
Shirley Lee Harned as Ines and 
tenor Leonard Eagleson as Ruiz. 
The conductor for "Il 
Trovatore" is Emerson Buckley. 
The Opera-in-English 
performances will feature an 
alternate cast in the four leading 
roles. 
Tickets for the International 
performances of "Il Trovatore" 
are priced from $6.50 to $13.75. 
Ticket prices for the English 
performance range from $2.25 
to $5.25. 
JUBILEE DRIVE IN 
858 South 38th 
Phone orders welcome 
Orders to Go or Eat In our 
new dining room. 
Ph. 474-6244 
atemala, exciting to visit 
New book predicts future 
Soprano and violinist 
will perform tonight 
`II Trovatore' to open 
GENERAL - CHINK S 
i FRIED 1 
ICKEN 1 II 	 TACOMA, WASH: 98408 
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Jo Emery dance company performing at Wilson 
Artistic Director Jo Emery's 
Tacoma Performing Dance 
Company will be in concert 
Saturday, April 26 at 8 p.m. in 
the Wilson High School 
Auditorium, located at 1202 
North Orchard St., for one 
performance only. 
The program will feature 
three new ballets by Emery plus 
the revival of the ballet 
"Kolors." Robert Lindgren, 
Dean of North Carolina School 
of the Arts, saw this ballet at a 
Regional Festival several years 
ago and requested the work for 
the North Carolina dancers. The 
work was staged for them in 
1972 and was performed several 
times on tours in the East and 
South by the dancers from 
Winston Salem. 
A grant from Tacoma-Pierce 
County Arts Commission has 
made it possible for a new 
choreographer, Craig Voelkert, 
to stage a new work to the music 
of "Chicago." The ballet, 
entitled "A Matter of 
Convenience," was selected to 
close the Workshop performance 
at the Pacific Regional Ballet 
Festival May 8 in Sacramento. 
Emery's abstract piece 
"Sonata" for 16 members of the 
company to Frederick 
Lesemann's "Sonata for Clarinet 
and Percussion" has been 
selected by David Howard, 
Harkness Ballet, for performance 
on the Gala Program, May 10, in 
Sacramento, at the Regional 
Festival. The Tacoma 
Performing Dance Company is 
an Honor Company of the 
National Association of Regional 
Ballet. 
A Pas de Deux for seven 
couples set to Pachabel's "Canon 
in D.. is a classical number of  
immense beauty. 
"Thunderbolt and Stargazer" 
to music by Deodat is a work for 
two male dancers. 
The company, which has 
been featured at several of the 
local colleges this season and just 
completed a concert at 
Washington High School, will 
present a full concert in Federal 
Way at Decatur Jr. High School 
under Library Association 
sponsorship. This concert is a 
gift to the people of Federal 
Way by a local resident from a 
purchase at BASH the prior 
year. 
Not only did the Tacoma 
Performing Dance Company 
undertake the first full-length 
production of "The Nutcracker" 
to be produced in Tacoma, but 
they gave six performances at St. 
Leo's under the sponsorship of 
the St. Leo's Parents Club. "The 
Nutcracker" was also presented 
to the Peninsula community by 
the Peninsula School Board as a 
Christmas gift. 
Twelve of the company 
dancers were in the recent 
Tacoma Opera Society's 
production of "Kismet," and 
this was the second consecutive 
year the company was selected 
to provide the dancers for a 
Tacoma Opera Society 
production. 
Dancers going into 
professional companies this 
season include John Skripek, 
now with Mannheim Ballet in 
Germany following a tour with 
the Paris Opera dancers in "Tales 
of Hoffman"; Ellen Clawson, 
dancing leads for the Pacific 
Northwest Dance Company of 
the Seattle Opera; and Dyanna 
Livingston, who has become a  
lead dancer for the Rudas 
Company with productions in 
Montreal, Las Vegas and the 
Bahamas. Frank Coombs and 
Ron Kirkes are still dancing in 
Puerto Rico for Barry Ashton. 
Scholarships to dancers have 
come from the Bejart Ballet, 
School of American Ballet in 
New York, Harkness Ballet, 
Joffrey Ballet, San Francisco 
Ballet, Pennsylvania Ballet, 
North Carolina School of the 
Arts and First Chamber Dance 
Company. 
In addition Sara Bonneville 
was selected to choreograph 
"Godspell" for Evergreen State 
College. 
Director Jo Emery has won 
the first Harkness Ballet 
Choreography Grant and was 
selected from over 100 
choreographers for this project. 
In the Pacific Northwest this 
season she has choreographed 
three new works for Tacoma 
Performing Dance Co. and 
restaged "Kolors" for the 
current company members. She 
choreographed "The 
 
Nutcracker" in December and 
dances for "Kismet" in March. 
Other musicals staged in  
1 9 74-7 5 include the UPS 
production of "Godspell," 
"Hello Dolly," and "The 
Student Prince," all for 
theatrical organizations in the 
area. 
Scheduled for summer of 
1975 are "Man of La Mancha" 
The 1975 American Song. 
Festival could give you the break 
you've been lool- ing for! 
The American So rg Festival 
is the only international 
songwriting competition held in 
the United States: Anyone in the 
world is eligible to enter. There 
are separate competitions for 
amateurs and professionals. You 
do not have to kr ow how to 
write music, all you have to do is 
have it recorded on a cassette 
tape. 
When entering the American 
Song Festival, the songwriter 
retains all rights to his or her 
song. Recorded cassettes and 
accompanying entry forms must 
be postmarked by Jt ne 3, 1975. 
The criteria for judging are: 
originality, musical composition, 
and lyrical content. Categories 
for songs include: rock, country, 
folk, soul, gospel or religious 
songs, and "easy listening, 
middle-of-the-road" songs. There 
is a special category for a 
patriotic  Bi centennial song 
providing the winner with 
$1,776. 
The best songs and 
songwriters are chosen by a 
panel of the nation's leading 
music industry professionals.  
an; "Little Mary Sunshine." 
Emery joins the University of 
Puget Sound faculty this 
summer as Guest Artist and 
remains on the dance staff of 
Tacoma Community College and 
Evergreen State College in 
Olympia. 
These winners will be celebrated 
with gala festivities, capped by 
an awards program televised 
internationally on ABC-TV's 
Wide World of Entertainment. 
Also, in the awards are 
publishing contracts, an album 
of the winning songs, and 
$126,776 in cash prizes. 
If you desire to enter or 
acquire more information about 
the American Song Festival 
write to: The American Song 
Festival, P.O. Box 57, 
Hollywood, Ca. 9CO28. 
Songwriting contest opens 
Jo Emery's dancers perform this Friday in the Wilson High School Auditorium. 
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HA NDICRA FTED GIFT FROM 
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759-9838 
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Festival to have variety 
by Tom Pantley 
While its theme may speak of 
togetherness, the May 2 Grand 
International Festival hopes, 
with entertainment and exotic 
food, to show the cultural 
variety of the 20 plus countries 
participating. 
The !ist of student prepared 
dishes reads like the collective 
menus of fine restaurants from 
Norway to Nairobi. Those who 
attend the International Club's 
affair will get an opportunity to 
mix and match meals from all 
over the world. One may wish to 
begin with an Entree of Won 
Ton from China. Moving east, a 
main dish of Japanese Teriyaki 
Chicken could be enjoyed. And 
the plate could be balanced both 
geographic and gastronomically  
by the likes of Bohemian Potato 
Salad, which, according to its 
cook Ellen Danes, is "very 
good." "It has to be," stated 
Ellen, "after all it's Bohemian." 
These are only examples of th 
over 20 food samples provided. 
A new addition to the 
Festival will be that of a certain 
large North. American country. 
According to Chairman Noah 
Midamba, "for the first time 
American students will take 
part." They will man a booth 
and provide food in the form of 
two one and a half foot wide 
hamburgers, with apple pie, and 
cookies. Midamba feels it is very 
important that Americans 
become involved in the 
International Club, and views 
the planned American 
participation as a "good sign." 
UPS Symphonic band returns 
Pictured are members of the International Club as they discuss the upcoming festival. 	 will give concert Wednesday 
Washington State Arts Commission 
announces projects in new buildings 
As part of the State program 
allocating one-half of one 
percent of state appropriations 
for works of art in new 
buildings, the Washington State 
Arts Commission announces the 
following projects: Pleasant 
Valley Elementary School, 
Battleground; North Kitsap 
Elementary School, Poulsbo; 
Woodenville Junior High School, 
Bothell; Nine Mile Falls 
Elementary School, Nine Mile 
Falls; Evergreen School District, 
Vancouver; Bellevue Community 
College, Bellevue; Seattle 
Community  College, Seattle; 
University Hospital and 
University Computer Center, 
Seattle. Other projects are 
anticipated in other schools, 
colleges, universities and state 
agencies and will be announced 
later. 
Projects involve the placing of 
sculptures, paintings, crafts and 
other art forms in new 
state-financed buildings 
throughout the state. Artists 
interested in participating in this 
program are encouraged to 
register with the Public Art 
Program, Archives of Northwest 
Art, Henry Gallery, University 
of Washington, Seattle. 
University of Puget Sound's 
Symphonic Band, recently 
returned from a tour of Oregon 
and Washington which included 
a special performance at the 
Music Educator's National 
Convention in Spokane, will 
present an evening concert 
Wednesday, April 30, at 8:15pm 
in Kilworth Memorial Chapel. 
Under the direction of 
Robert Musser, associate 
professor of music at UPS, the 
band will perform a variety of 
styles ranging from traditional 
band classics to light favorites 
and jazz oriented pieces. 
Program 	 highlights 	 will 
include"Punchinello," by Reed;_ 
" Stonehenge Symphony," 
Whear; " West Side Story," 
Berstien; and " Brass Espanol" 
Neihaus. 
Performing "Concerto for 
Oboe," by Cimarosa and 
Mozart's "Concerto No.3 for 
Horn," will be featured soloists 
Cheri Cozort, oboist, and Larry 
Johnson, French horn; both UPS 
senior music students. 
The Public is invited to 
attend this complimentary 
event. 
... much energy has been expended on emptiness' 
by Leroy Annis 
I am willing to believe that 
the Word was in the beginning. 
And ever since, it seems, the 
Word has continued in some 
sense to be. The Word evolves, 
not always in an upward 
progression, but always as a 
struggle worthy of human 
attention and energy. I cannot 
conceive of a time when humans 
were not being compelled to 
articulate their inner workings, 
their feelings and their 
perceptions. We began, I 
suppose, with grunts and 
screams and sighs. The latest 
evidence of the continuing 
struggle on this campus is now 
gone public; the Crosscurrents 
for 1975 is for sale. 
We owe some appreciation, 
all of us. The struggle is ours. 
Those people responsible for 
bringing this little book to 
fruition deserve also our support 
and close attention. Read 
Crosscurrents! Note how they 
struggled. Of course, they lost. 
Let us encourage them to return 
to their labors. Let us rise above 
our increasingly comfortable 
acceptance of imperfection and 
banality. Let us suggest that 
these writers would do well to 
encounter life more thoroughly, 
with more passion, more spirit, 
and less caution. 
In the introduction to this 
little book, Esther Wagner seems 
willing to accept the "hardness" 
she finds because part of it, at 
least, can be identified as 
"hardness of work." But 
Professor Wagner is too kind. It 
is not nearly enough to work 
hard; there must be some 
evidence of inspiration, some 
modicum of significant material, 
some indication of why one 
bothers at all. Perhaps I go too 
far. Yes, these qualities are 
present in Crosscurrents, but not 
much. 
Wagner is also grateful for 
"strenuous acrobatics performed 
in the avoiding of cliche." Again, 
she is too kind. There is 
something more degrading of the 
language in "acrobatics" than in  
cliche. And I think Professor 
Wagner knows it. She gently 
admonishes, perhaps. But then, 
Esther speaks of hardness in 
another sense. She says: "The 
humor is wicked, Lyles' hilarious 
parodies and descants are based 
on a clean and sharp perception 
that would be cold if it weren't 
so warm." This goes too far in 
the "be kind to young writers 
approach." Jim Lyles, and no 
one knows his capabilities better 
than I do, is doing what comes 
easy for him. I wish Esther had 
said: "Jim, why don't you stop 
`fiddling' around?" 
I wish I could have more 
affection for this little book; I 
wish I could find in 
Crosscurrents more sources of 
delight, of stimulation, of 
admiration. I wish I could say: 
This little production will touch 
you, make you understand a 
little better than being humane 
is not out of reach. But I cannot. 
Too much energy has been 
expended on emptiness. Perhaps 
I should attempt to make 
excuses for them; perhaps I 
should say these word workers 
looked around them and found 
triviality, absurdity, stupidity, 
artificiality. 
How else is one to explain 
James Tindall's "Between 
Beers"? Read this prose offering 
to see if you agree with my 
resounding why. To what 
purpose, James, this aimless, 
banal description of 
beer-drinking, pot-smoking 
jerks? And how else explain 
Singer-songwriter John Prine, 
one of the nation's most striking 
new 
 folk talents, brings his 
"d:-.-.vn home" stylings to 
Se'ttle's Paramount Northwest 
Theater for a concert Sunday, 
Ma7 - 10 at 8 p.m. 
Comparing his voice to a 
y wing Johnny Cash, Time 
describes his material as 
"leisurely, deceptively genial 
songs, dealing with the 
disillusioned fringe of Middle 
Mark Jury's "Conversation"? 
Perhaps Mark's "Ph.D. 
burdened" Fullerbrush man is 
meant to convey us into the very 
center of the fraternity boy 
mentality—but why the sledge 
hammer approach? Certainly, 
James and Mark, the earth is 
swarming with idiots and 
barbarians, but why use your 
energies to belabore the point in 
such a simplistic manner? You 
waste your time. Those who 
realize, are bored; those who do 
not realize will not listen. 
There are a few things in 
Crosscurrents that revive the 
pummelled spirit. There is the 
appropriate simplicity of Brian 
Topping's ragged, alienated lion 
Lear, sitting resigned but 
stubborn, "crazy" with the "rain 
and yellow flowers." And there 
is Terry Castle's vivid rendition 
of uncomprehending, lonely 
birds of preys—spectators at her 
"swimming lesson at the Y." 
Also, Marian Snyder explores 
with some anguish the 
continuing fretfulness built into 
the system, that brittle-tender 
thing we call life. Jan Anderson 
sees the quiet but steady power 
that pushes through stone, 
through the creative human 
being—and she permits us to 
share her vision. The Professors 
Bauska are represented; they 
demonstrate not only the 
control and maturity one 
expects, they deliver the 
unflinching insight that sustains 
us. Nancy Gudger invites us to 
share another insight, most 
An- crica, hauntingly evoking the 
world of flourescent-lit truck 
strops, overladen knickknack 
shelves, gravel-dusty Army posts 
and lost loves." 
Prine, who has recorded three 
albums for Atlantic, Records, has 
just released his 
fourth—"Common Sense." 
Tickets for the concert are on 
sale at the Bon Marche and 
suburban outlets.  
relevant, intimate and 
depressing, the all-american 
Fuck Machine. Professor 
Martin's sacrifice is touching, a 
duet, bright and passionate, a 
cry that stands out in this brief 
anthology—this waste land—a 
cry perhaps more brave than 
sensible: "I wonder at some 
distant ideal ... stamping mud 
with spotless white." 
Indeed, too much variety 
perhaps. One finds a translation 
of Vergil's first Ecologue, a 
pseudo- translation (without 
apology to either Hawthorne or 
THE YOUNG ONES 
MARCH OF DIMES volunteer Beth 
Bryan, a member of the Teen Ac-
tion Program (TAP), gives a lift to 
Tyrone Bristol at the North Caro-
lina Orthopedic Hospital in Gas-
tonia. Tyrone had just had correc-
tive surgery for club feet. TAPs 
assist the hospital staff in the 
fight against birth defects. 
Give to the 
March of Dimes 
Poe). The worst waste of time 
and paper is without doubt "The 
Squonk"; and the best page 
certainly 59. It's blank. And I do 
not jest, which makes me just a 
little sad. Are we so empty and 
debilitated? Alan Smith, a writer 
when he insists on it, provides 
me with my next to final 
thought, my response: 
Were my soul slumbering, 
I could walk away, 
And quietly decay. 
Take a look at the Book. 
John Prine coming to Paramount 
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The UPS crew team made an outstanding performance at the Corvalis Invitational. 
Crewmen bypass obstacles to win The UPS tennis team travels to Eastern Washington State 
April 26 after dropping a 1-8 
defeat to PLU last Monday. 
As of press time the team had 
contacted neighboring colleges 
Gonzaga and Whitworth for the 
possibility of matches while on 
the trip in Eastern Washington. 
The match with PLU was 
	
played 	 at 	 the 	 Tacoma 
Community College courts. Rich 
Isenburg was the only winner 
with set scores of (6-2) (5-7) and 
(7-5). 
	
UPS 	 hosts 	 Central 
Washington State College on its 
home court next Wednesday, 
April 30 at 3 p.m. 
Tennis team goes to Highline 
Regatta proves to be inspiring for coach and oarsmen 
UPS sailors overcame a 
collision, light and variable 
winds, and a sterling 
performance by Glenn King of 
Skagit Valley Jr. College for a 
two point victory over Skagit in 
a regatta at Mt. Vernon last 
weekend. Bellevue C.C. and 
Western Washington finished 
third and fourth 24 and 29 
points off the pace respectively. 
In race number three UPS 
and Skagit A division skippers 
duelled for the lead, with Logger 
skipper Dan Thompson holding 
a slight advantage, until the 
Western boat sailed up and hit 
Thompson, who had the right of 
way. The offending Western 
skipper slowed UPS enough to 
let Skagit's Dean Headstrom 
through for the victory and a 
three point Skagit lead. 
However, UPS B division 
team skippered by Steve Bissell 
and crewed by Nancy Lincoln, 
evened the score when Skagit 
ace Glenn King broke down 
twice, sending Bissell to two 
straight victories. Meanwhile in 
the division, UPS skipper 
Thompson and crew Jeanine 
Rice thrashed the competition in 
increasing but shifty breezes. 
Staying to the middle of the 
course in three races, they 
opened up large leads on 
Headstrom of Skagit and the 
hapless teams of Belleuve and 
Western. Thus, UPS and Skagit 
were tied at the end of 
Saturday's races. 
Thus, Thompson opened 
up Sunday's racing with a 
victory over Skagit as Bellevue 
and Western brought up the rear. 
King of Skagit evened the score 
in the next race, as the UPS "B" 
team fell victim to his split 
second timing on the starts, a 
critical factor in short distance 
college racing. The key play for 
the Loggers came in the next 
race, as Headstrom of Skagit 
decided he would race only 
Thompson of UPS, since the 
other schools were out of the 
over-all picture on points. As 
Western and Bellevue started at 
the prescribed moment, 
Headstrom and Thompson were 
chasing each other halfway up  
the course. Headstrom's strategy 
backfired as Thompson and Rice 
kept their boat on his stern 
forcing him away from the 
starting line, and finally breaking 
off to start 20 seconds ahead of 
Headstrom. At the last mark, the 
two faster teams had almost 
caught the usual tail draggers, 
and Thompson shrewdly laid out 
the final leg, aided by 
Headstrom's several tactical 
errors, to place both Western 
and Bellevue between the first 
place UPS crew. Skagit finished 
fourth putting them three points 
behind. 
Then, King of Skagit beat 
Bissell of UPS and the Logger 
lead was clown to two points. 
until Thompson won the last 
"A" race and Skagit remained 
two points behind in final 
standings. This regatta firmly 
established UPS as the best small 
school sailing in the northwest 
and next month the team will 
try to out muscles such 
heavyweights as the University 
of Washington and the 
University of British Columbia 
in the district championships. 
Last week-end proved to be 
exciting for the varsity crew 
team as they came through with 
outstanding results in the 
Corvalis Invitational Regatta. 
Speaking of his crew team, 
coach Bill Kolenius said, " 
People know UPS is around 
now!" This invitational is one of 
the biggest in the country. 
UPS entered three races- the 
lightweight 4, freshman 
heavyweight  4 and varsity 
lightweight 8. The Logger's most 
exciting race came with their 
competition in the Lightweight 
4. 
In Saturday's preliminary 
heat, the UPS Lightweight 4 
crew of George Bryant- Stroke, 
Brian Ray- third, Carl 
Hausauer-second, Steve 
Brown-Bow, and Keith 
McCart-Coxswain, qualified for 
the finals as they raced second 
to the University of Washington 
with a 6:43.6 time for the 2000 
meter course, only 1.6 seconds 
behind UW' 
Final results were almost 
as good since Oregon State won 
with a 6 : 40 . 5 time, the 
University of Washington took 
second with a 6:45.0 time and 
UPC •-qme in a close third at 
Smashing their way to 
victory, the women's varsity 
tennis team is at Highline 
Communtiy College competing 
in a meet against both Highline 
and Mt. Hood Community 
Colleges today. Then next 
Tuesday, April 29, they will 
match skills with PLU again and 
Thursday, May 1, sees them 
challenging Seattle University 
there. 
Behind the tennis players is 
the experience of two more 
matches this past week. April 17 
PLU came to UPS and beat the 
team ..12-0. However, several of 
the matches were " excellent  
6.46.5 time. Fourth place went 
to Western Washington State 
College's 6:51.0 time. Coach Bill 
Kolenius called this race and its 
results for UPS "most 
impressive." The University of 
Washington is a crew power and 
to come within L5 seconds, as 
the Loggers did in the finals, is a 
great accomplishment. Kolenius, 
who crewed in college, enthused 
" I never came that close to 
beating a U. of W. boat. One and 
a half seconds is pretty close." 
The Freshamn heavyweight 4 
placed third in the preliminaries 
as Keith McCart-coxwain, Chuck 
Larrison- stroke, Tom Hazeltine-
3 rd, Pete Burdick-2nd, and 
Chuck Shotwell-bow, rowed 
against the first and second place 
finalists- the University of 
Washington and Oregon State- in 
their preliminary heat. 
In the varsity Lightweight 8 
division, UPS raced in the finals 
only and came in third behind 
Washington and Oregon State. 
Tomorrow, the Logger crew 
will be racing bright and early as 
the Seattle Pacific Regatta is 
scheduled to start at 6:30 am in 
the ship canal. The regatta will 
be with SPC, WSU, PLU and 
UPS only. 
matches-- 	 well 	 played!" 
according to coach Toby 
McDonnell. Although they lost, 
Hilary Taubman, Bebe Adams, 
Sue Char, Cara Cross and 
Margaret Elofsen fought great 
matches. 
Monday, April 21, proved to 
be a better day for the team as 
they tied with Olympic College 
3-3. Winning netters for UPS 
were singles player's Bebe 
Adams, whose 6-2, 7-6, 6-1 sets 
gave her victory and Dara Cross 
who played two quick sets 
scoring 6-4 and 6-1. Sue Char 
and Sandy Stoltze doubled 
together to put across wins of 
7-6 and 6-4. 
UPS baseball team now first in NOR-PAC league 
The University of Puget 
Sound baseball team continued 
its winning ways in Northwest 
Pacific League play, and moved 
into the League lead, thanks to a 
little help from their friends. 
The Loggers, who had byes in 
this weekend's NorPac action; 
were aided by the University of 
Portland's doubleheader split 
with former co-leader Gonzaga 
and Portland State's sweep of 
the Spokane school. Gonzaga 
has dropped to 9 wins and 5 
losses (after Sunday's games), 
while UPS, after Tuesday's win 
over Seattle University, has 9 
wins and only 2 losses (This 
does not include Wednesday's 
UPS game at Seattle U. or 
Gonzaga's mid-week 
doubleheader with Idaho, which 
were not available at press time.) 
Tuesday's win over Seattle U. 
was the seventh league win in a 
row for the Loggers, as well as  
the third of the year over the 
Chieftans, in what was perhaps 
the Loggers' most impressive win 
of the year. Greg Bemis pitched 
his typical awesome game, and 
the Logger bats were very loud, 
as UPS pounded out a 14-0 
victory. The Loggers advanced 
to 16-9 on the season with the 
win. 
Bemis gave up only two walks 
and two harmless singles in his 
masterpiece, and allowed no one 
to reach second base. The 
shutout, his second in league 
play this year, lowered his league 
leading ERA to a remarkable 
0.25. 
The 14 UPS tallies were a 
product of 15 hits, shared by 
nine separate hitters. Nick Papini 
finished the day with 3 hits in 4 
at bats, including a 3-run homer. 
Hitter Rob Kraft also came out 
with 3 for 4, Roger Lawson 
grabbed 2 hits and scored 3 runs, 
while designated hitter Tom 
Dickson picked up 2 hits and 
crossed home plate twice. All 
nine UPS starters picked up a hit 
for the day, and 7 of the scored 
runs. 
Second 	 baseman 	 Don 
Papasedero, who was selected as 
NOR-PAC's Player of the Week 
last week for his phenomenal 
hitting performance (15 hits in 
26 at bats for a .577 average), 
continued his hitting streak, 
picking up a hit, 2 walks, and 
scoring twice. 
In non-league action last 
week, the Loggers upset current 
Pac-8 leader (Northern Division) 
Oregon State at Corvallis, 3-2 in 
13 innings, and lost to Pacific 
Lutheran University, 8-5, at 
PLU. 
Greg Bemis and Danny Besett 
combined for the big win over 
Oregon which could help UPS' 
possibilities of a post-season 
Regional birth into the major 
college division of the NCAA. 
Besett pitched the last 7 
innings of the 13 inning 
marathon, and held OSU 
without a run. It was the fifth 
outstanding performance of the 
year for the freshman. Don 
Papasedero scored the winning 
run in the contest as he was 
singled home by shortstop Roger 
Lawson. 
The 	 Loggers 	 host 	 the 
University of Portland tomorrow 
in a doubleheader with the first 
game beginning at 1 p.m. 
Sunday, Portland State invades 
Logger territory for another 
doubleheader, same starting 
times. Portland is the only team 
to beat the Loggers in League 
play this year, while Portland 
State is currently the second 
hottest team in the League and 
has moved into third place, 
creating an exciting, if not vital, 
weekend for the UPS forces. 
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High jumper, Randy Moon, goes up to clear the bar. He placed second in the SO meet. 
Bragg qualifies for Northwest Regionals 
Classified Ads .  
74 FOR WANTED 
Pianist Wanted: 1 1/2 hours 
daily for Joe School of Music. 
Call 588-9322 or 464-9884. 
NEED CASH? College 
sophomores may have all 
expenses paid to Kentucky 
this summer for six weeks. 
You will earn over $500 cash 
plus $1,000 a year when you 
return to college. Find out 
how to be an Army Officer. 
Call Captain Gordon Larson, 
626-5775 in Seattle. 
Herein lies a 
little shoppe 
Where 111(171y curious 
people stop. 
1 
....mi.. 	 kat 
THE GLASS ROOSTER 
. 
i r • 	 t  • 
OPEN MONDAY — FRIDAY 
11:00 - 5:00 & SUNDAY 
12:00 • 4:00....ONLY THREE 
BLOCKS FROM THE CAMPUS 
ON 2709 6TH AVE. 
*IV 	
LENSES TURN GARS 
LEASES TURN LIMO' 
PVIOTOGRAI® The arnazinq corniort 
lens that turns dark to eliminate giate 
on bright, sunny days, but turns deaf 
again on overcast days and indoors. 
lUCOrnbian 
°
OP 
wav
tiCICOS  
- 
ail day Sat 
pen 6 MU* and 
STORES 
at Matt. 
ma. 
STUDENTS — FACULTY 10% SAVINGS 
Watches $14.95 up 
Rings $19.95 up 
Diamonds 
Gift Certificates 
Fenton Glass giftware 
Free ear-piercing with ear ring purchase 
Accutron 'Bulova Caravelle Elgin Hamilton Le Jour Seiko Wyler 
HOURS: 10 • 6 Mon. - Sat. 759-4242 
SCHAEFFEWS JEWELERS C.M.W. 
Your north end jeweler 3811 No. 26th at Proctor 
Outstanding performance by Wells 
Tracksters run over 
Southern Oregon 
jump. 
Tomorrow the UPS female 
tracksters will be in Seattle as 
they compete in the Seattle 
Pacific Invitational against some 
of the best track and field 
individuals on the west coast. 
and Green Lake. Although their 
time did not qualify for the 
finals, their time of 4:04 was an 
improvement of 45 seconds over 
the preceeding week. The 
winning time for the lightweight 
fours was set by UW at 3:33. 
UPS placed eighth out of 14. 
Women's lightweight eight 
raced for the first time this 
season and placed fourth overall. 
The oars women in the 
lightweight four were Sarah 
Wheeler, Sonja Pedersen, Crystal 
Kanna, and Carolyn James. They 
also rowed again in the 
lightweight eight along with 
Nancy Knight, Allison Maytag, 
Keitha Kimborough, and Ruthie 
Eliah. Both sheels were coxed by 
Terry Moon. 
1 
Women's crew team showing 
improvement after regatta 
Last Thursday, April 17, the 
women's track team travelled to 
Salem, Oregon to participate in a 
track meet which included teams 
from Willamette University, 
Lewis and Clark College, George 
Fox College, Linfield College, 
Pacific Lutheran University, and 
Pacific University. Since UPS is 
not a member of the conference 
this year, the team did not count 
in the over-all scoring for the 
meet. 
Team members who 
competed in the meet were 
Cheryl Bragg, Cathy Shaw, Nan 
Slow pitchers 
lose in fast 
pitch tou rney 
After a week and a half of 
hard practice, the newly 
organized UPS women's slow 
pitch team went to Salem, 
Oregon to compete in a fast 
pitch tournament last Friday. 
They played three games of four 
innings each to tie one and lose 
two. 
The first game against Pacific 
University ended with a 10-10 
tie. Nan Seed pitched this game 
and three innings of the next. In 
the second game against Lewis 
and Clark College, Nan was 
relieved for one inning by 
Marcia Desy as the Loggers lost 
16-7. 
The final game against 
Willamette (the tournament 
winners, ) was a heart breaker. 
Evalyn Goldberg pitched for the 
6-5 loss as the tying run was put 
out on an attempt to steal home 
with two outs. 
Upcoming games for the team 
are today at 4:30 against 
Edmonds here, (The field had 
not been determined by press 
time) and April 30 against 
Bellevue there. 
Seed, Alice Sigurdson, Becky 
Willis, and Colleen McKay. 
Outstanding for the Loggers was 
Cheryl Bragg'• who qualified for 
Northwest Regionals with her: 
11.9 time in the 100 year dash 
and took first with a 15'9" long 
The women's crew team 
showed a marked improvement 
in their performances at the 
12th Annual Corvallis 
Invitational 	 Regatta 	 last 
weekend. 
The women rowed a 
lightweight four and a 
lightweight eight. The four 
placed second in their heat 
behind Lake Washington Rowing 
Club and ahead of Lake Ewauna 
•••••••••••••••••••••••, 
Students wishing to renew or • 
* 
• 
apply for financial assistance for • 
the 1975-76 academic year must • 
complete the Parent's: 
Confidential Statement or • 
Student Financial Statement and • 
• 
submit it directly to the College • 
Scholarship Service for • 
* 
• processing. All forms may be • 
obtained from the Office of • 
*Financial Aids, Jones Hall, •  
Room 108. Students submitting • 
• applications after May 1, 1975, 
will only be considered for • 
assistance when and if additional • 
• 
	
*funds become available. 	 0' I 14 I 61 OA 1 I I 14.14141 go • • 
Scientific and Professional 
Enterprises are now in the 
process of helping college 
le
students find summer 
mployment. They will make 
avail able to any interested 
readers an information sheet of Is 
ummer jobs searching. This is 
	/ absolutely free upon request 
along with an enclosed stamped 
L
'
self-addressed envelope. 
Mail your letters to: 
Scientific 	 Professional 
Enterprises, College Division, 
2237 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, 
California 94306 
-.am. ogaga. almo.  
by Matt McCully 
The University of Puget 
Sound track team came up with 
an exciting victory over 
Southern Oregon College last 
Saturday in the Mark Wells 
Invitational, 85-60. 
Of course the meet wasn't 
actually named after the UPS 
sophomore, but the way the 
events turned out, it might as 
well have been. 
The versatile Wells, better 
known for his accomplishments 
on the gridiron and basketball 
maples, was in top form in 
Saturday's meet, coming up with 
three firsts, one second, and one 
third, accounting for 19 of the 
Loggers' 85 points. 
"Weiner," as he is known by 
his teammates, took top honors 
in the long jump (20-101/2) and 
the high jump (6-3) and the 440 
Intermediate Hurdles (58.7), his 
most impressive victory of the 
day. It was the first time Wells 
had ever entered the 
intermediates, considered by 
many to be the most demanding 
event in a track meet, and the 
diminuative sophomore won by 
over two full seconds. 
Wells' second place win came 
in the triple jump, finishing 
behind UPS' Randy Moon, and 
his third place finish was in the 
javelin, where the Loggers Ken 
Johnson won again with his best 
toss of the season, 242-6. 
Johnson, who is yet to be beaten 
this year, displayed some of his 
form which earned him second 
in last year's NCAA finals, and 
has placed him number one in 
the Northwest this year in that 
event. 
Freshman Randy Moon was 
again a key to the Loggers' 
success Saturday. Aside from his 
triple jump win, Moon came up 
with a win in the 120 High 
Hurdles, a second in the high 
jump, and a third in the pole 
vault, accounting for 14 UPS 
points. 
Distance man Bob Skar ran 
away with the mile, capturing 
the 4-lap event in 4:24.5, nearly 
20 seconds ahead of the second 
place finisher. Skar also took a 
second in the 880, just being 
nosed out at the tape after a  
very strong last lap kick. 
Other 	 Logger 	 winners 
included Robin Hill in the 100 
yard dash, his second victory in 
the event in as many entries. Hill 
also picked up a third and 
second place for the day in the 
220 and long jump, respectively. 
Leon Bombardier captured the 
3-mile run, in an event the 
Loggers swept (Jim Smith and 
Dave Richard took second and 
third), Mark Conrad captured 
the shot put, and Dan Kinkela 
was the winner in the discus. 
The Logger cindermen host 
Seattle Pacific and George Fox 
Colleges tomorrow (Saturday) at 
1 p.m., in what should prove to 
be another exciting meet. All the 
Loggers—healthy and reaching 
top form—should be well 
prepared for this weekend's 
confrontations with the two 
schools—two of the Loggers' top 
rivals in track. 
Coalition sets 
aside May Day 
for workers 
Seattle Liberation Coalition 
traiounces a celebration of May 
Day, the international holiday of 
all working people, on Saturday, 
May 3, 1975. 
There will be a march starting 
at First and Yesler at noon, 
followed by a celebration at 
Occidental Park—that's at 
Occidental and Washington, 
right off Pioneer Square—at 2 
p.m. The celebration will feature 
music, theater, speakers, and 
international food. That night 
there will be a street dance at 
Occidental Park starting at 8 
p.m. Everyone's invited—bring 
family and friends—and get 
down with us at Pioneer Square 
on Saturday, May 3. 
For childcare, call '324-0232. 
For more information, call El 
Centro de la Raza at 329-9442, 
or United Construction Workers 
Association at 324-3181. 
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EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
      
           
   
EARN $2,900+ during your last two years of 
college in the Army ROTC Two Year Officer 
training program. 
   
           
   
LEARN — valuable leadership and manage 
ment skills that will qualify you for execu- 
tive positions in Army and Civilian careers. 
    
           
   
CALL NOW for details — Captain Gordon 
Larson, 626-5775 in Seattle. 
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PUGET SOUND TRAIL 	 FRIDAY, APRIL 25,1975 
